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Abstract
The Anchor began in 1887 and was first issued weekly in 1914. Covering national and campus news alike, Hope College's student-run newspaper has grown over the years to encompass over two-dozen editors, reporters, and staff. For much of The Anchor's history, the latest issue was distributed across campus each Wednesday throughout the academic school year (with few exceptions). As of Fall 2019 The Anchor has moved to monthly print issues and a more frequently updated website. Occasionally, the volume and/or issue numbering is irregular.
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NATO also plans to consider a Franco-German proposal to create a working group of "respected figures" to discuss reform in the alliance and address concerns about its future. The announcement to reduce the American contribution is seen as a move to placate Trump, who has considered withdrawing from the alliance but has since taken credit for its promised reforms. "In 2016, only four allies spent 2% of GDP on defense," a senior administration official told reporters Friday, adding that there are now nine countries, including the U.S., meeting the 2% target.
with 18 expected. Specifically, GeoPark’s program and strategy are guided by the following principles and priorities: Keep Team Healthy: Protect workforce and families from the pandemic and its interruptions. Continuity of Field Operations: Ensure backup plans and teams in place to guarantee continuity of operations and business. Preserve Cash: Adjust the work program to maintain flexibility and balance sheet strength. Capital Allocation Discipline: Prioritize lower-risk, higher netback, and quick cash flow generating projects. Do More for Less: Implement operating, G&A and capital cost reduction measures. The Chapel language took its name as an approximate acronym for Cascade High Productivity Language, coined by Callahan. The team generally felt lukewarm-to-negative about the name, in large part due to its possible religious implications. However, nobody came up with a preferable alternative quickly enough, and the name stuck. The Minister for Planning, the Hon Rita Saffioti MLA, has released an Action Plan for reform of the Western Australian planning system. For further information, please contact the Department’s Reform Delivery Team on 6551 8002 or planningreform@dplh.wa.gov.au. COVID-19 Planning Reforms. Amendments to the Planning and Development Act 2005 will support the State’s economic recovery from COVID-19. Action Plan for Planning Reform. The Minister for Planning, the Hon Rita Saffioti MLA, has released an Action Plan for reform of the Western Australian planning system. Action Plan implementation. Pre-Disaster Recovery Planning and Response Planning Linkages. The State also develops programs and secures funding for implementation of many recovery projects. Figure 1 depicts the relationships between different levels of government during disaster recovery. Another key feature of the NDRF is its use of Recovery Support Functions (RSFs) to organize Federal resources. These concepts, discussed briefly below, are expanded upon in greater detail throughout the NDRF. Recovery activities are locally driven. Disasters are local, and impacted communities lead their own recovery with State support.